EPIC’S TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM

GALAXY FX
The EPIC TWILIGHT’S STAR PANEL
SYSTEM with special effects interprets the
breathtaking experience of getting lost in the
panel's beauty that seems almost too perfect to
put into words. There's the recurring visual
pattern of scattered dots of light—when they
appear in the form of distant stars,
constellations, and Northern lights—that is
both calming and enchanting. It is simply as
“Silence. Awe. Beauty. Peace of mind."

Add a shooting star.

Maybe it's the allure of the arc of a sparkling light trail, that brings
about feelings to inspire a conscience of happiness and well being.
Either way, these special effect lights connect us when all things
come together creating a magical sky indoors!

Add meteor shower.

Most meteor showers are spawned by comets. As a comet orbits the
Sun it sheds an icy, dusty debris stream along its orbit.
The uncertainty is part of its appearance is the allure.
If you are ever going to install a meteor shower in your EPIC STAR
PANEL SYSTEM, this is the one time in your life to do it.\

Own your EPIC TWILIGHT STAR PANEL
SYSTEM. Please contact Summer Monaco at
EPIC SKY TECHNOLOGY or call: 1 800 507
5714 and order today.

Add constellations.

Star gazing is a world you can enjoy with your loved ones indoors at
anytime , in the comfort of your home. Locate famous stars constellations
on your own EPIC STAR PANEL. Just add a small dipper, big dipper,
Orion or any other constellation to your EPIC STAR PANEL SYSTEM.

Add aurora borealis.

Imagine iridescent curtains of colour dancing across the night sky. The
northern lights are one of the most surreal natural phenomena on earth.
Life doesn't get more special than having your very own Northern lights in
a home theater setting.

www.epicskytech.com

